Department Scholarship List

1. AEI Student Chapter Scholarship
2. AGC of Kansas Scholarship
3. The R.D. & Mary C. Andersen Scholarship
4. Kansas City Chapter of ASHRAE Scholarship
5. The Beavers Heavy Construction Scholarship
6. Merrill E. Blackman Construction Science Scholarship
7. Brack & Associates Consulting Engineers Scholarship
8. Lawrence W. Brennan Architectural Engineering Scholarship
9. BRiC Partnership, LLC Architectural Engineering and Construction Science Scholarship
10. The Builders' Association (KC AGC) Scholarship
11. Tim Burke Construction Science Scholarship
12. Charles and Linda Burton Educational Advancement Fund Scholarship
13. BWR Engineering Scholarship
14. Ron Choate FCI Constructors Inc. Memorial Scholarship
15. Commercial Mechanical Inc. Construction Science Scholarship
16. Gib and Brenda Compton Construction Science Scholarship
17. Conco Scholarship in Construction Science and Management
18. Coonrod Memorial Architectural Engineering Scholarship
19. Coonrod Memorial Construction Science Scholarship
20. Construction Specifications Institute of Kansas City Scholarship
21. The J.E. Dunn Construction Company Construction Science and Management Scholarship
22. E & K Companies Scholarship in Construction Science and Management
23. Mike & Karen Hafling Faculty Fellowship
24. G.E. Johnson Construction Co. Faculty Fellowship
25. Travis & Annie Stryker Excellence Fund
26. The Max E. Foote Scholarship
27. The C. Alanson Foreman Family Engineering Scholarship
28. Ron Fowles Construction Scholarship
29. Getz Foundation Scholarship
30. The NECA - William H. Gilliam Memorial Scholarship
31. James Goddard Mission Scholarship
32. Hansen-Rice, Inc. Scholarship in Construction Science and Management
33. Allan and Carolyn Harms Construction Science Scholarship
34. Henderson Engineers, Inc. Scholarship
35. Teddy O. and Nancy L. Hodges Undergraduate Engineering Scholarship
36. George F. Hoferer Architectural Engineering Scholarship
37. Sallie Peterson Humbert Memorial Scholarship
38. The Hutton Construction Scholarship in Construction Science
39. Wayne Karl Memorial Scholarship in Engineering
40. KBS, Inc. Construction Science Scholarship
41. Kansas Contractors Association Scholarship
42. Mark Keenan Family Architectural Engineering and Construction Science Scholarship
43. The Rich & Hannah Kerschen Construction Science Scholarship
44. Shane and Sarah Lanning Engineering Scholarship
45. Linbeck Scholarship in Construction Science and Management
46. The E.C. Lindly Scholarship for Engineering Students
47. Tom and Nancy Logan Scholarship
48. Lusardi Construction Company Scholarship
49. The Mark S. Malone Memorial Scholarship
50. MCA - Kansas City Scholarship
51. McCownGordon Construction Science Scholarship
52. Kansas City Chapter of NAWIC Scholarship
53. NAWIC of Topeka Scholarship
54. Wichita Chapter of NAWIC Scholarship
55. Craig and Dalene Nelson Scholarship
56. The Nightingale Scholarship
57. Don and Karen Norton Architectural Engineering Scholarship
58. Orazem and Scalora Architectural Engineering Scholarship
59. P1 Group Construction Science Scholarship
60. The Perry C. and Virginia H. Peine Construction Science Scholarship
61. Pella Window Scholarship
62. Perini Building Company Scholarship in Construction Science and Management
63. Hensel Phelps Construction Company Scholarship
64. The Phi Alpha Epsilon Scholarship
65. Purdy-McGuire, Inc. Architectural Engineering Scholarship
66. Retail Contractors Association Scholarship
67. Rudolph and Sletten, Inc. Construction Science Scholarship
68. Robin Sawyer Scholarship in Construction Science
69. SEAKM Wichita Chapter Scholarship
70. Guy M. Shelley Memorial Scholarship
71. Sherwood Construction Company, Inc. Scholarship
72. Robert W. Sloan and R.M. Baril Construction Science and Management Scholarship
73. Smith Seckman Reid (SSR) Scholarship
74. Lee Otis Stafford Memorial Scholarship in Architectural Engineering
75. Straub Construction Scholarship in Construction Science
76. Charles A. Stryker Memorial Engineering Scholarship
77. The I.E. Thorson Fellowship
78. The I.E. Thorson Scholarship
79. The Tointon Family Scholarship for Engineering Excellence
80. Turner Construction Diversity Scholarship
81. Vinnell Foundation Scholarship
82. Edwin F. and Eunice F. Wambsganss Construction Science Scholarship
83. Edwin F. and Eunice F. Wambsganss Engineering Scholarship
84. The Larry L. Watkins Scholarship in Engineering
85. Vernon Wegerer Architectural Engineering Fellowship
86. Wildcat Concrete Services Scholarship
87. The Dudley Williams & Associates Architectural Engineering Scholarship
88. Elmo Young Architectural Engineering Scholarship